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One man’s drawbridge

All this just to keep girls out (just
kidding). But seriously, this
drawbridge system is much more
complicated than it looks—we’ve
simplified things here so we don’t
look too eccentric.

The drawbridge,
in it’s secure, upright position,

appears to violate basic physics
principles—and it doesn’t look

anything like a staircase.

The whole
thing swoops
down like
this amidst
a cacophony

of creaks,
groans, and

thuds.

After

tripping a

secret

catch,

the stairs

begin

to fall,

and as

they do,

the treads

pivot down

to form

the stairs.
Ropes tighten

on the way
down forming

handrails.
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We got to fussing with this little gizmo and we soon determined it was designed to
grab something—either a rod or cable of some sort—and hold it by pinching it with
the ball-bearings until the spring-loaded catch was released. At one point Ted held it
firmly while I shoved a pencil into it. The pencil moved easily toward Ted but when
I tried to pull it out, it wouldn’t budge. Our eyes met, lights flashed, bells pealed, and
the siren on the firehouse down in the village went off. “That’s it!” Ted yelled. “It is!”
I yelled back, not sure what “it” was, but caught up in the general enthusiasm of the
moment.

Within minutes, we dismissed the carefully crafted plans of the last few months
as utterly foolish as we scrawled new plans onto pieces of scrap paper. Speaking in
short staggered bursts, Ted and I began a single stream of consciousness that went
something like this: “Yes, yes, and…but…oh yeah…and then…so this will…no, it has
to go through this way…and then, if, well duh…can we…maybe…will it…it will if
we do…it that way…” and then, in unison, we both shouted, “and we’ll need a FUN-
NEL!” Ted bounded downstairs again and returned holding a small aluminum funnel
in one hand and a broken curtain rod in the other. He waved the rod in front of him
like a forgotten set of car keys. I smacked my forehead. “Of course,” I said, recog-
nizing the obvious. “It will never work without that.” We returned from the shop an
hour later with the completed mechanism.

Day 992, November 2, 2004
Today was perhaps the most fulfilling day ever—because we were doing some-

thing utterly silly: building the counterweight raising system for the collapsing stairs. I
spent an hour or so before Ted got here climbing various ladders and trees and
getting most of the rigging set in place.

Here’s how the system is designed to work: a yoke is attached to the stairs near
the bottom. This connects the stairs to the raising system while allowing people to
pass between its lower ends. At the top of the yoke, a cable passes up through a
directional pulley held in place by a cable connected to two trees. From this pulley, the
cable rises another twenty feet or so to a second pulley in the great pine where it is
redirected straight down to the first floor porch. The gizmo mechanism is screwed to
the porch and the cable passes through it and down through a hole in the decking.
Two feet below the porch decking the cable terminates at a counterweight that weighs
just a few pounds less than the force needed to raise the stairs. When the stairs are
pushed upward (we want about 30 pounds of lift) the cable slides freely through the
mechanism and the counterweight drops. When the stairs are at the desired height,
the small difference in weight causes the mechanism to engage, the ball-bearings
clamp on the cable, and the stairs hang in the air. A smaller cable is attached to the
mechanism and hangs down to within a few feet of the ground. A sharp tug on the
ring attached to the lower end of this cable releases the ball-bearings and the stairs

“(To) build the most complicated

machine possible to perform

a simple everyday task.”

Rube Goldberg

The key to the system: a spring-loaded gizmo
uses ball bearings to pinch the cable.

A pivoting wooden catch releases the load.

This cable goes to a secret handle near the ground. Pulling down
on the handle activates the catch, releasing the spring-loaded
sleeve on the gizmo—the ball-bearings drop, the cable slides
freely, and the stairs descend slowly with a satisfying creak.

This cable leads to a granite
counterweight that balances the
stairs. The counterweight also
acts like an Active Mass
Damper, counteracting the
swaying of the tree in high
winds—just like in a
skyscraper (not really, but
it sounds cool).

Cobbled together from stuff found hidden in the corners of garages and
barns, the release mechanism for the drawbridge was a testimony to the
rewards of scrounging and mindless complexity—remember, we didn’t
really need a drawbridge at all. With a few pieces of pine, the latch

gizmo, some cable, and several screws, we put the thing together in
just a few minutes. Because the weight of the stairs and the
counterweight were nearly the same, the load on the mechanism

was remarkably low and we could get away with using relatively
flimsy materials.

The whole deal is
simply screwed to

the porch decking.

This goes down. This goes up.

A most clever latch

Active Mass
Damper Directional

Verifier (AMDDV).


